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OMNIA NIGHTCLUB  
OMNIA is more than a place to hold an event. It is a way to embark on a journey. With  75,000 square feet 
and multiple rooms, OMNIA is where iconic opulence converges with future-forward technology for a 
space that entices guests, captures the imagination and immerses attendees in an unrivaled experience of 
sight, sound and sensation. “OMNIA” means “everything” – and true to that name, it is all you want it to 
be. Its technology allows for unprecedented opportunities for complete customization throughout the 
venue, which enables you to create a seamless guest experience where your brand is always the focal 
point, never an afterthought. At the heart of the experience is the luxury-defining main club, draped in 
glamorous decor and high-end finishes. Accommodating up to 2,500 people, this experience features a 
vast array of LED surfaces programmable to your event, a mezzanine of VIP areas, three bars, and a 
kinetic LED chandelier that is like a living futuristic art and design piece – an incredible centerpoint in an 
unforgettable environment. The space has been created to accommodate an incredible array of 
entertainment, whether it is a world-class DJ, a surprise live band or a renowned keynote speaker. The 
journey continues with the ultra lounge experience, a more private escape to luxury where state-of-the- 
art LED panels converge with rich, classical design elements. And since OMNIA cannot be contained, 
guests can also discover a rooftop terrace that juxtaposes the timeless elegance of Versailles with the 
adrenaline of the famed Las Vegas Strip. OMNIA is all. Customizable to your brand or event. Unfolding 
with unique environments. And open in its possibility for discovery. 
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THE VORTEX 
At the entrance of The LINQ, the Vortex feels like a work of art. But to meeting planners the  Vortex is 
serious business. With a name inspired by the 7,000-square-foot, color-changing Vortex of lights that 
lead into The LINQ, the Vortex features a second-story observation deck beneath its canopy that can be 
reserved for private events. And with its premier location overlooking The LINQ and one-of-a-kind views 
of the High Roller observation wheel and strip, the Vortex is an alluring spot for an unforgettable event. 
 
 
 
 
BROOKLYN BOWL 
From an intimate party for 10 to blowing the roof off with 3,000, create a killer event to remember at one 
of the largest and coolest performance venues in America. Located at The LINQ, the open-air district in 
the center of The Strip, this multi-dimensional space boasts 32 lanes of bowling, 6 on-site bars, and food 
curated by the world-renowned Blue Ribbon Restaurants. With a 40’ by 26’ stage and sense-stimulating 
sound and lighting systems, Brooklyn Bowl provides the perfect party experience.  
 
 
 
 
DRAIS BEACH CLUB  
Operating as two venues in one, Drai's Beachclub Nightclub offers panoramic  partying on The 
Cromwell's rooftop. Created by renowned nightlife and hospitality visionary Victor Drai, the combined 
space features 65,000-square-feet and an unparalleled view 11 stories high. Luxe design, LED lighting 
and modern technology systems fuse to create the sensual Las Vegas club's social, multi-sensory 
atmosphere. 
For a daytime experience, the Strip's only rooftop pool deck includes multiple pool areas and towering 
palm trees to enjoy while partying all day at the Beachclub. After dark, the beachy hangout turns into a 
pulsating nighttime destination, where guests can party throughout the entire indoor & outdoor space. 
 
 
 TOP GOLF  
Topgolf is the premier golf entertainment complex where the competition of sport meets your  favorite 
local hangout. You can challenge your friends and family to addictive point-scoring golf games that 
anyone from the hopeful pro golfer to your neighbor’s 7-year-old kid can play year-round. Just picture a 
240-yard outfield with dartboard-like targets in the ground. The closer to the center or “bull’s-eye” you 
get and the farther out you hit your microchipped balls, the more points you receive. Score even bigger 
with Topgolf’s extensive food and beverage menu that is sure to impress even the pickiest foodies. It’s 
not golf – it’s Topgolf. Give it a shot! 
 
 
 
HAKKASAN NIGHTCLUB  
Envisioned and created by Hakkasan Group, Hakkasan Las Vegas is an immersive 80,000-square-foot, 
five-level space that offers a variety of environments, including the restaurant, private dining room, Ling 
Ling Lounge and Club, Main Nightclub, Pavilion and Mezzanine. This exceptional nightclub and restaurant 
concept also showcases a unique convergence of world-class mixology and exclusive musical talent 
across numerous genres. Offering four distinct nightlife experiences, combined with two stories of dining 
decadence, Hakkasan is more than a nightclub experience, it also has the ability to accommodate any type 
of private event. The various levels and atmospheres provide the unique flexibility to connect each 
individual space together, or utilize them separately, based on each group’s specific needs. Hakkasan Las 
Vegas has the capacity to accommodate groups from 75 to 3,900 guests. 
 
 
 



 THE CHELSEA  
A unique event and performance space in the heart of the strip. An abandoned glass factory turned 
working theater was the inspiration for this stunning combination of industrial grit and artistic glamour. 
This 40,000-square-foot venue, split over two levels, offers guests a more avant-garde approach to 
meetings and entertainment than other Las Vegas options. The transformable space features cast glass 
chandeliers, a vintage lobby bar, private VIP opera boxes, and a decorative grand staircase. Located just 
steps from the resort’s restaurants, bars, and gaming floor, an event at The Chelsea combines flexible 
design and the latest technology with the resort’s purpose-driven planning services. 
 
 
 ENCORE BEACH CLUB  
The Encore Beach Club and Surrender Nightclub entertainment complex create an upscale daytime or 
nighttime special event venue that elevates corporate entertainment to a new standard in Las Vegas and 
beyond. This expansive multi-use venue incorporates a sexy 5,000 square foot indoor nightclub which 
opens up onto a 40,000 square foot pool deck. The deck is a lush oasis featuring oversized palm trees 
surrounded by three tiered pools, incorporating over 120,000 LED lights, a state-of-the art sound and 
lighting system designed by John Lyons, and a series of indulgent cabanas and bungalows that allow for 
versatile special event opportunities. The deck also features day beds, couch settings, and lily pads in the 
water, all designed to enhance your guests' experience of luxurious hospitality. The venue is available to 
be used for private events either as Surrender Nightclub with access to a limited portion of the deck for 
events from 200 - 500 guests, or as a full buy-out including use of the entire indoor and outdoor space 
(Encore Beach Club and Surrender Nightclub), accommodating up to 3000 guests. Corporate guests may 
also wish to reserve bungalows during standard operating hours to entertain groups from 10 - 30 guests. 
Catering for Encore Beach Club and Surrender Nightclub private events is provided exclusively by Wynn 
Catering. Whichever application suits your hospitality needs, you and your guests are sure to be 
captivated by the beauty and technological accomplishments of this lavish and remarkable venue. 
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MADAM TUSSAUDS LAS VEGAS  
Celebrate a special occasion, treat your employees to a company party or  host a business meeting! 
Madame Tussauds is a one-of-a-kind special events venue in which more than 100 of the world's hottest 
celebrities, athletes, legends and superheroes are in attendance for your function. 
 
 
 
CHATEAU NIGHTCLUB & ROOFTOP AT PARIS  
Chateau’s Rooftop provides an unparalleled outdoor nightlife  experience. Located beneath the iconic 
replica of the Eiffel Tower at Paris Las Vegas, the space spans 22,000 square feet and offers a dancefloor, 
high-energy lighting, VIP bottle service and panoramic views of the Las Vegas skyline. With panoramic 
views of the Strip, including the Fountains of Bellagio, locals and visitors, alike, partake in a never-ending 
party and revel in the glitz and glamour of Las Vegas. 
 
 
 

CELEBRITY CARS LAS VEGAS  
Celebrity Cars Las Vegas is a unique event space filled with millions of dollars  in exotic and classic cars, 
motorcycles and more. At nearly 20,000 Square feet it is flexible to hold your next event with capacity for 
up to 1,500 people. 
 
 
 
 

FOXTAIL POOL  
Situated at the heart of SLS Las Vegas, Foxtail Pool expansive pool deck serves as an  amenity to hotel 
guests, home of day and nightlife experiences, and a special events space where both programmed and 
private events can take place with a sophisticated splash. A highlight of Foxtail Pool evening atmosphere 
includes the transformation of the adjacent parking garage and hotel tower into a canvas for 3D mapping, 
featuring visually stunning content curated by Korea based KT Corporation. 
 
 

HYDE AT BELLAGIO  
Hyde Bellagio provides an escape from everyday life and is ideal for unwinding in-  between conventions 
and unique afternoon and evening receptions. The 10,000 square foot venue provides lush indoor and 
outdoor space featuring a terrace that overlooks the iconic Fountains of Bellagio, State-of-the-art sound 
system and DJ booth for entertainment. Guests can enjoy full service catering, custom mixology from full 
service bars and tableside bottle service. 
 
 
 HARD ROCK CAFE 
In a city bursting with every sort of entertainment imaginable, Hard Rock Live Las Vegas  stands out as 
one of its best concert venues. Located in the heart of the famous Las Vegas Strip, Hard Rock Cafe offers 
a sleek, modern setting where you can watch both local and national artists perform, complete with state- 
of-the-art audiovisual equipment offering mind-blowing imagery and sound. The views of the Strip 
outside are pretty good too. 
 
 



MINUS5 ICE BAR  
Minus5 Ice Experience in Las Vegas is the coolest place for your next private event. With a completely 
new remodeled ice bar and ice lounge in Mandalay Bay, and a brand-new location in the Venetian, we are 
the premier ice attraction in the USA. The cool & unique ice experience minus5º offers is sure to create a 
fun, exciting & memorable experience for all who attend. Our staff is fun, friendly and professional, 
allowing you to relax and enjoy your event with your guests. With all the options in Vegas, minus5º Ice 
Experience sets itself apart by being the COOLEST place to party. If you are looking to WOW your guests, 
clients or coworkers with something completely unique, minus5º is the place! 
 
 
 
THE CHANDELIER LOUNGE 
A multi-story visual wonder housing three unique bar experiences, The Chandelier expresses elements of 
playground, art exhibit, and cocktail haven all at once. The Chandelier is a living, breathing architectural 
wonder created by shimmering, beaded curtains of light. 
 
 
 

TAO NIGHTCLUB 
As an industry icon since 2005, TAO has established itself as the hottest restaurant, nightclub and 
rooftop beach in Las Vegas. This 60,000 square foot versatile venue, allows for groups of 15 to 4,000 
which can be transformed to accommodate corporate events, private parties or lavish cocktail 
receptions. 
 
 BEERHAUS AT THE PARK 
A fresh take on the American beer hall, where an artfully curated menu ensures both beer nerds and 
casual drinkers will find their favorites. The outdoor patio is decked out with bar games such as fooseball, 
shuffleboard and ping pong. Vibe out to indie rock with a cold brew and make some friends at Beerhaus. 
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FIZZ 
A lavish concept fashioned by Creative Director David Furnish, FIZZ invites guests on a visually  exquisite 
journey the moment they enter the 2,750-square-foot champagne lounge and bar. Wrapped in the aura of 
Furnish and his partner, Sir Elton John, FIZZ blends fashion and avant-garde photography from the 
couple’s personal collection as the backdrop to an extravagant night out. With a menu encompassing an 
array of the finest champagnes and a cocktail menu that blends the freshly made flavors of classic 
cocktails with progressive techniques and carefully curated spirits, FIZZ appeals to a world-class 
sensibility. The dishes, crafted by John and Furnish’s personal chef, Gauthier Bialek, include meticulously 
selected Siberian Ossetra caviar served on ice with buckwheat blinis and crème fraiche, as well as an 
array of other canapes, panini bites and sweets. The food pairs perfectly with champagne and FIZZ’s 
flavorful cocktails. Designed by Todd Avery-Lenahan of TAL Studio, FIZZ is situated between The 
Colosseum and Forum Shops at Caesars Palace in an intimate, two-story space with an upper level 
overlooking the main floor. The palette of cognac, ivory and copper embraces the spirit of champagne, 
lending luxury and warmth to the atmosphere. Oversized chandeliers light the venue from above. The 
champagne bar and lounge was selected as the winner of the 10th annual Hospitality Design Magazine 
Awards in the Nightclub, Bar and Lounge category. FIZZ sets itself apart with a setting that is 
concurrently elegant and fashionably opulent. 
 
 
 
CENTAUR ART GALLERIES  
Located in Las Vegas Centaur Art galleries has repeatedly been voted The Best  Place to Buy Art in Las 
Vegas by almost all important Las Vegas media. At Centaur Art Gallery, you will find a large selection of 
fine art works and some of the largest fine art exhibitions by the most important artists in history from 
the 16th century through today, from Rembrandt to Renoir Pablo Picasso to Salvador Dalí, Alexander 
Calder, Marc Chagall, Joan Miró, and Norman Rockwell, as well as contemporary artists such as LeRoy 
Neiman and Mark Lewis, and hundreds more. Its president/CEO, Richard C. Perry, has earned a 
reputation of integrity and distinction. Perry opened Centaur Sculpture Galleries and its sister company, 
Minotaur Fine Art Galleries, in Las Vegas more than two decades ago. With more than 30 years 
experience in the art business, Perry established the galleries as two of the foremost galleries in the 
country. Today, Centaur Sculpture Galleries and Minotaur Fine Art Galleries have merged to become 
Centaur Art Galleries, one of the largest, most reputable fine art galleries in America. 
 
 
 
THE BANK NIGHTCLUB  
As you enter this exquisitely designed nightclub, the golden glow of The Bank’s  Cristal stacked foyer 
welcomes patrons to a black and gold nighttime fantasy. This plush Sin City venue revolutionizes the 
hospitality industry by redefining the way club-goers view quality evening entertainment at nightclubs in 
Las Vegas. A lavish escape from traditional nightlife, The Bank stands apart from the plethora of multi- 
cavernous clubs that cater to the masses. Located in the heart of Bellagio, this chic and contemporary 
8,000 square foot space is perfect for entertaining both clients and friends with an ambiance and energy 
that’s sure to wow and impress any audience. Infusing elements of everything perceived to be precious 
and valuable The Bank is the preeminent nightlife destination to be seen in the scene. 
 



GHOST BAR 
Located on the 55th floor of the freshly upgraded Ivory Tower, Ghostbar has a sensual,  sophisticated 
vibe featuring an elegant design with a feminine feel and an exquisite color scheme of white, black, and 
fuchsia. Intimate booths frame the boutique-nightclub's 14-foot floor-to-ceiling windows which 
complement the lounge's unparalleled view of the night sky and city below. 
 
 SKYFALL 
Skyfall Lounge, located adjacent to Rivea, offers 180-degree views of the city along with an  evolving 
nightlife experience that gradually increases in tempo as the night progresses. The warm and inviting 
space by design duo Patrick Jouin and Sanjit Manku makes it possible for guests to celebrate with 
libations while watching the desert sunset. 
 
 
BEER PARK 
Beer Park introduces the Las Vegas Strip’s first rooftop bar and grill at Paris Las Vegas Hotel & Casino. 
Stylish and inviting, Beer Park has a little bit of everything for everyone. Located on a 10,000-square-foot 
deck overlooking the Fountains of Bellagio, Beer Park brings a day at the park to Las Vegas Boulevard, 
providing an open-air atmosphere for guests to enjoy their favorite sports teams on dozens of high- 
definition TVs or simply relax and people-watch the iconic street below. The bar offers over 100 eclectic 
beer options including 36 brews on tap as well as an extensive selection of distinctive handcrafted beer 
and liquor cocktails. The all-American cuisine, accompanied by a few exotic bites, is served two ways: 
from a full menu and from roaming carts reminiscent of concession-style stadium offerings. Grill 
selections will be the specialty of the house, with a preparation method only found at Beer Park’s 
restaurant. Beer Park chefs incorporate the essence of Budweiser into each signature grill option by 
preparing the meats and other food on a custom-made Beechwood Grill. Signature menu selections are 
slow cooked, smoked or grilled over an open flame fueled by Budweiser-soaked beechwood chips to 
infuse the distinctive aromatic flavor into each item. Everything from gourmet burgers and brisket to ribs 
and an array of sausages will present flavors unique to Beer Park. 
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HOUSE OF BLUES 
The notoriously "cool" House of Blues at Mandalay Bay Resort & Casino is a multi- faceted venue with an 
eclectic mix of options for your private event. The House of Blues Restaurant features a funky, folk-art 
atmosphere and Southern-inspired cuisine. Our Music Hall is the current home of resident artist Carlos 
Santana and is the perfect venue for legendary events. For more intimate gatherings, our Foundation 
Room overlooking the Las Vegas Strip offers a uniquely upscale experience. Our on-site services include 
food & beverage, entertainment, production, assistance with event design and a dedicated event staff to 
coordinate your event from beginning to end. Corporate events, social gatherings, press conferences, 
product launches, daytime meetings or gala celebrations...we've got just the place for you at our "house!" 
 
 T-MOBILE ARENA 
T-Mobile Arena is a 20,000 capacity venue that offers a unique environment in the heart of the Las Vegas 
strip. With the ability to host a variety of events, including sporting events, concerts, and private events, 
T-Mobile Arena is the perfect location for your next event. 
 
 



GWE LAS VEGAS

OUR MISSION 
The mission of GlobalWorks is to provide our clients with unsurpassed service 
by offering creative, cutting-edge ideas combined with flexibility and flawless 
event execution. We strive for excellence in quality, integrity and value in all 

that we do. 
 

OUR GOAL 
Our goal is simple...Total Client Satisfaction. By listening to our clients' 

objectives, by providing timely, creative, cost-effective proposals, and delivering 
those objectives with perfect execution, we are able to exceed the expectations 

of our clients. 

Noelle Christie 
Managing Partner 

239-593-9369 Office   
239-465-9629 Cell 

nchristie@globalworksevents.com

Katie Adams 
Managing Partner 

239-260-3233 Office   
239-537-2140 Cell 

kadams@globalworksevents.com


